WIREDSCORE

Marketers toolkit
Developing your robust post-certification strategy

Leveraging
your investment
Achieving a WiredScore certification
is an important step in future proofing
your asset. However, combining this
rating with a robust marketing strategy
post-certification is integral to getting
the full value from it.
That’s why the day of certification
is just the beginning. You can go on to
use your WiredScore certification to
enhance your marketing, sales and
stakeholder management agendas,
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equipping each department for
success. Whether it’s deploying our
WiredScore seals on your website or
re-evaluating your strategic
proposition, it is worth investing
dedicated time in planning a strong
post-certification strategy to get the
maximum return on your investment.
The following pages will guide
you in constructing that plan.

Across owned channels, p4

For PR and direct marketing, p10

Across social channels, p6

To engage stakeholders, p12

On the ground, p8

Contact details, p14
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80%
Of clients find a WiredScore
rating useful for their
marketing purposes

WiredScore certification is the industry standard
for showing prospective tenants that the building
will be able to meet their connectivity needs.This
is an important part of the leasing conversation,
most tenants will not sign a lease without
knowing how well connected a building is.
Gregory P. Tomasso
Principal, Avison Young

Continue reading

Using YOUR WiredScore certification

across owned channels
Digitally sharing your WiredScore Certification across your
owned channels is an easy step towards ensuring tenants and
the wider market are aware of your commitment to digital
connectivity.

1.
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2.

3.

Website

Blog

Emails

Practical pointers

The homepage of your asset
is the digital shop-front of your
brand. Promoting your certification
here educates your audience and
differentiates you. You can extend
its reach by creating a section
or article on connectivity which allows
you to go into more detail about your
commitment to tenant experience.

The recent award of a WiredScore
certification is the ideal basis
for a post on your company blog.
The piece can cover the growing
importance of connectivity or some
of the key features of your building
that satisfy the scorecard.

Feature your certification in your
next email newsletter. Highlighting
your commitment to best in class
user experience and your award
will reinforce your brand equity
as a forward looking landlord to your
network. We’d recommend using the
seals provided along with a summary
of your building’s achievements.

We provide seal packages
and guidelines to all WiredScore
certified buildings that you
can use in print and digitally.
Seals, as opposed to a WiredScore
logo, are the best way of
communicating your
certification rating.
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NEXT: examples of use

Using YOUR WiredScore certification

across owned channels
examples of use
Blog
Website
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Emails

NEXT: across social channels

Using YOUR Wiredscore certification

across social channels
Planning a social media strategy up front is an effective way of informing
your network and starting conversations. However, it’s vital to plan your key
messages, write your post copy and finalise your imagery or video up front these will make the difference between people clicking and viewing or not.

1.

2.

3.

Facebook & Instagram

Practical pointers

Readers on LinkedIn are looking
to be informed and educated.
People are looking for insights
and observations that they can’t find
elsewhere. Be sure to post about
your certification and consider using
rich media like imagery or video
which can drive engagement
rates with posts by over 75%.
Using analytics to consider the best
time to post will help too.

The lifespan of a tweet is approximately
18 minutes. So, thinking about regular tweeting
after your certification is key and its best to build
it into your scheduling to capitalise on the award.
Tweets with images receive 150% more
retweets. You can photograph your
WiredScore certification plaques in situ on the
wall or reception counter or save the plaque
artwork as a jpeg and use that. Don’t forget to
use a relevant hashtag: you could use the
certification level (e.g. #WiredCertifiedSilver),
WiredScore’s #ConnectivityMatters or Twitter’s
search function to choose the most popular
hashtags.

Instagram and Facebook are unique
in the way you can post images, video
and stories. For best success, keep the
images engaging and post regularly.
For Instagram, hashtags are an easy
way to come up in searches, so do
some research into popular hashtags
in the real estate industry to raise your
profile. For best success on Facebook,
keep posts lower than 40 characters
and when possible use video content
for higher engagement.

Use #ConnectivityMatters
and/or tag @WiredScore
so that we can support your
social activities, and help
promote your building.

LinkedIn
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Twitter

NEXT: examples of use

Using YOUR WiredScore certification

across social channels
examples of use

LinkedIn
Instagram

Twitter

Facebook
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NEXT: on the ground

Using YOUR WiredScore certification

On the ground

Prior to receiving your WiredScore certification, think about
what parts of your building you can use to communicate your
commitment to connectivity. The Partnerships team will help order
the relevant plaques or coordinate bespoke marketing requirements
as needed.

1.
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Reception

Hoardings

2.

3.

Showrooms

Practical pointers

The reception area is an integral part
of the guest experience of a building,
and an important opportunity to share
your certification through plaques
on desks, tables or walls. Digital signage
can also be used to educate visitors
and employees alike.

Whether as part of your development
or just as external advertising, hoardings
can make for a high profile Out Of
Home (OOH) marketing opportunity.
Remember, any outdoor creative,
because of the passing audience,
should be snappy and get the point
across quickly.

If your development has a marketing
suite or showroom, then consider
this a good opportunity to educate
an already immersed audience
through leaflets, signage or plaques.
You may wish to consider
personalising your Certification
Factsheet to show off the relevant
connectivity points that scored well.

Being physical, many of the
on the ground channels need
longer lead times that digital
channels (development,
print and supply), so worth
thinking of this up front!
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NEXT: examples of use

Using YOUR WiredScore certification

On the ground
examples of use
Reception

Showrooms

Hoardings
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NEXT: for PR and direct marketing

Using YOUR Wiredscore certification

FOR PR AND DIRECT MARKETING
A WiredScore certification can be a powerful tool for a wider
communications strategy, particularly as a signal of a building or
landlord’s commitment to the future connectivity needs of its tenants.

1.
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Press engagement

Events

2.

3.

Case studies & brochures

Practical pointers

A recent WiredScore certification
is a newsworthy accreditation for any
building, and a useful tool with which
to engage press. The Partnerships
team are on hand to provide feedback
on a press release announcing
a building’s certification. Other effective
avenues include press tours and press
briefing events.

Events are well known as one
of the most effective channels, and
can be a good opportunity to educate
existing or potential clients about
your building’s connectivity standards.

For a more in-depth look at
a building’s technical capabilities
and a way to show off a landlord’s
commitment to digital connectivity,
you may wish to consider a case
study or a brochure. These are
useful tools to engage both press
and potential partners with.

Reach out to local media to
promote your certification. This
can attract new clients whilst
reassuring existing tenants on
your commitment to providing
best in class connectivity.
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NEXT: examples of use

Using YOUR WiredScore certification

FOR PR AND DIRECT MARKETING
examples of use
Case Study
Kaiser Hof

Nicht nur ausgezeichnetes Design,
sondern auch ausgezeichnete
Konnektivität. Als erstes Gebäude in
Nordrhein-Westfalen hat das Objekt
die WiredScore Zertifizierung in Platin
erhalten.

Case studies & brochures

Press engagement
Projektentwickler
Art-Invest Real Estate
WiredScore Zertifizierung
Platin
Adresse
Erftstraße 15-17, 50672 Köln

Fertigstellung
April 2019
Fläche
12.450 m2 MF-G Mietfläche
PLATINUM

KEY FEATURES OF CONNECTIVITY

WIRELINE FIBRE CONNECTIVITY

FULLY DISTRIBUTED FIBRE

Choice available of 7 unique sources of

The following carriers fully distribute fibre
throughout the building to support ease of

high-speed wireline fibre connectivity including

tenant access: BT Openreach, Colt, Vodafone,

BT Openreach, Colt, Vodafone, Level 3,

Level 3, Verizon, Virgin and Zayo

Verizon,Virgin and Zayo

PROTECTED TELECOM CABLES

NO SERVICE INTERRUPTION

Telecom cables are kept in protected, secure

Telecom equipment is located in a secure,

riser cupboards throughout the building to

dedicated room to protect against service

minimise the risk of damage

THE FIRST WIRED CERTIFIED
PLATINUM RATING IN BIRMINGHAM

interruption

FUTURE-PROOF

ABILITY TO SERVICE TENANTS

Additional riser cupboard space is available to

BT Openreach is present which provides

support future needs of tenants and carriers

the ability for others carriers to service

throughout the entire building

tenants in the building if required

REDUNDANCY AND DIVERSITY

BACKUP ELECTRICITY

Multiple communications intakes and dual

Building provides the option of telco

riser cupboards support redundancy and
diversity requirements for carriers and tenants

in case of emergency

AVAILABLE CARRIERS
BT OPENREACH

COLT

VERIZON

VODAFONE

Direct Fibre Connection

Direct Fibre Connection

Direct Fibre Connection

Direct Fibre Connection

BT OPENREACH

LEVEL 3

VIRGIN

ZAYO

Copper Pairs (ADSL)

Direct Fibre Connection

Direct Fibre Connection

Direct Fibre Connection

WAYLEAVE present on all carriers

MORE

MORE

A fixed wireless provider creates an alternate form of connectivity into
the building from internet service providers entering from street level.

FREE WiFi in all communal areas (including the gym,
café and changing rooms) for occupiers and visitors.

equipment connection to backup electricity

MORE

MORE

4 unique sources of fibre connectivity allow occupiers a wide variety
of high speed internet services.

BT Openreach has both fibre and copper in the building which provides
infrastructure accessible to over 500 different providers to service tenants.

MORE

MORE

The building can easily accommodate new carriers as there are
universal comms chambers on both sides of the building.

Additional ISP comms space and riser capacity is available to support
future needs of occupiers and carriers throughout the entire building.

AVAILABLE
CARRIERS

JUNE 2016

Best in class levels of redundancy and resiliency with 3 fully
separate intakes.
The Colmore Building has been awarded a Platinum WiredScore
connectivity rating. This is the highest possible level achievable
by international connectivity accreditor WiredScore and certifies
The Colmore Building as one of the best buildings in the UK for
broadband and telecoms infrastructure.
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NEXT: to engage stakeholders

Using YOUR WiredScore certification

to engage stakeholders
Proactively communicate the WiredScore certification to all levels of your
stakeholders. This demonstrates a dynamic asset management strategy and your
commitment to delivering a seamless connectivity experience to your occupiers.

Investor reporting

Benchmarking

2.

3.

Tenant engagement

Practical pointers

Showcasing your commitment
to digital connectivity to investors
is an important part of stakeholder
management. The Partnerships team
can provide a stakeholder friendly
breakdown of what your certification
means to a non-technical audience.

Whether you’ve certified one
building or an entire portfolio, having
a clear understanding of where the
certification(s) benchmarks nationally
or internationally can be a valuable
part of your internal reporting and
stakeholder management. Speak to
your Partnerships team who can create
a bespoke benchmark report just for
your certification(s).

WiredScore reporting and resources
can be used to demonstrate to existing
tenants that you are pro-actively
addressing and improving the
building’s connectivity. This can
be achieved through pushing content
through a tenant building app or the
Partnerships team can come present
in person, explaining the benefits.

The Partnerships team
can create Quarterly
Business Reviews of your
WiredScore certified
portfolio for a granular
analysis of your progress.

1.
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NEXT: examples of use

Using YOUR WiredScore certification

to engage stakeholders
examples of use

Investor reporting

Benchmarking
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NEXT: contact details

Tenant engagement

The future
is connected

The future is connected. Digital connectivity
underpins economies around the world,
enabling communication and collaboration
at a global scale. Today’s businesses depend
on fast and reliable digital infrastructure
to operate effectively making this an integral
consideration for the real estate industry.
A WiredScore certification allows you
to differentiate your asset(s) and reassure
your tenants they have a best-in-class
resilient digital infrastructure to support
their business activities now, and long
into the future.

For further guidance please contact:
Rollo Gwyn-Jones
Director of Marketing
rollo@wiredscore.com
wiredscore.com

